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We make every effort to ensure that all the information contained within our

catalogue is complete and accurate. Due to continuous product optimization, we reserve the

right to make any changes or corrections to our products and this catalogue as well as

individual product information at any time without prior notice. All previous catalogues and

individual product information become invalid upon the release of the later publications.



Global Roofing
We have worked with roofing manufacturers and professional installers across 

the globe to develop, produce and deliver roof solar mounting solutions for a 

variety of roofs. Mounting solutions are available for popular and common 

roofing profiles manufactured



Global Service & 

Proven Records



East & West Ballasted Pole Mount Metal Roof Mount

Ground MountGround MountEast & West Ballasted
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According to different markets, different customer 

requirements, as well as the project budget, we design 

and produce various types of rails and accessories to 

meet the customer's projects need. Each product is 

subjected to rigorous strength calculation, SGS testing, 

TUV, CE, and AS/NZS1170.2 certifications.

Rail and Accesories



Rail and Accesories



Rail and Accesories



AJIPower Tin roof systems divided into two fixing methods

1. Drilling solutions, like bracket L-feet, hanger bolt, T type hook etc.

2. Standing seam clamp, direct mounting, no damage to the roof.

A design that includes major specifications saves you inventory cost, quick and 

easy to install. Innovative design of rail connect base-support can effectively 

increase the product strength, ensure the safety of the product use. AJIPower

have a large variety of tin roof brackets for customers’ choice Customization 

allowed according to customers’ need to meet special installation requirements.

Product name Metal roof mounting system

Application Metal roof

Inclination Parallel to the roof

Material AL 6005-T5, SUS 304, EPDM

Finish AL 6005-T5 Anodized, SUS 304 Shot blasting

Module orientation Landscape or Portrait

Metal Roof Attachment
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Metal Roof Attachment



InterInter

AJIPower has many types of tile roof hooks, suitable for most 

roof types of tile, flat tile, slate tile, and asphalt shingle tile.

A design that includes major specifications saves you 

inventory costs, quick and easy to install. The innovative 

design of rail base support can effectively increase the 

product strength, and ensure the safety of the product use. 

AJIPower has a large variety of roof hooks to provide 

customers with options. Customization is allowed according 

to customeneedsneed to meet special installation 

requirements.

Product name Tile roof mounting system

Application Tile roof, Flat tile roof, Slate roof

Inclination Parallel to the roof

Material AL 6005-T5, SUS 304

Finish AL 6005-T5 Anodized, SUS 304 Shot blasting

Module orientation Landscape or Portrait

Tile Roof Attachment



Tile Roof Attachment



Product name Adjustable tilt mounting system

Application Flat concrete roof, metal roof

Inclination 10-15 , 15-30 , 30-60 or customized

Material AL 6005-T5, SUS 304, EPDM

Finish AL 6005-T5 Anodized

Module orientation Landscape or Portrait

AJIPower adjustable tilt system is used for metal roof concrete roof.

Fixed or adjustable angles as 10-15 deg, 15-30 deg and 30-60 degree

are for your option to maximize energy production.

All Products pre-assembled before shipment, to make the installation 

easy and quick. Unique design of inner and outer tube with

adjustable joints, makes structure stronger, different from the same

type products on the market today, and widely compatible with

standing seam clamp.

Mini Rail with 5 degree support base, lift up the height of the solar panel 

to achieve cooling conditions, thus maximizing power generation.

Simple design, easy to install, with good price.

Product name Mini Rail 5 Support mounting system

Application Metal roof

Inclination 5

Material AL 6005-T5, SUS 304

Finish AL 6005-T5 Anodized

Module orientation Portrait

Tilt Mounting



AJIPower Tripod system is used for metal roof concrete roof, you can 

adjust angles as 10-15deg, 15-30deg and 30-60deg options to maximize 

energy production. All Products pre-assembled before shipment, to 

make the installation easy and quick for saving your labor cost and time. 

Customized angle allowed according to customers’ need to meet 

special installation requirements. Beam

1.Fixed Angle Tripod system(AJIP-FTP-X): According to customers’ 

need ,we customize different sizes and angles to make a fast, easy 

and lower cost installation, this is Suitable for installation at known 

building angle.

2.Adjustable Angel Tripod (AJIP-ATP-X): According to the site 

need to adjust the tripod angle for installation demand. It is 

suitable for multi-angle installation projects.

Beam

32-32 AL Tube

U Base

32-32 AL Tube

U Base

27-27 AL Tube

Product name Tripod mounting system

Application Flat concrete roof, metal roof, open terrain

Inclination Customized

Material AL 6005-T5, SUS 304

Finish AL 6005-T5 Anodized

Module orientation Landscape or Portrait

Tilt Mounting



Triangle Bracket Mounting

Concrete roof Metal roof

DESCRIPTION

The triangle mounting bracket is a newly developed multifunctional product. It's suitable 
for not only rooftops but also open ground. And it's most cost-effective than traditional 
mountings. With a triangle structure, it's very strong and steady. For different technical 
requirements, we can supply the best suitable design for you.

FEATURES

Highly pre-assembled in factory, save cost and time on site
Well used on the ground, flat roof and pitched roof Aluminium alloy and stainless steel,
long service life Strictly tested structure for different using scenarios

Technical datasheet

Bearing bar depth Starting from 20mm depending on anticipated loads

Bearing bar thickness Ranging from 3 to 10mm depending on anticipated loads

Bearing bar spacing 20, 25, 30, 40, 50mm, etc

Cross bar
5x5, 6x6, 8x8mm (twisted bar or round bar); 3x10, 
3x15mm (flat bar)

Cross bar spacing 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100mm, etc

Bar type Plain, serrated (tooth-like)

Material Carbon steel

Surface treatment Hot dip galvanized

Galvanizing standard CN: GB/T13912, US: ASTM (A123), UK: BS729, etc

Steel grating standards
US: ANSI/NAAMM (MBG 531-88), UK: BS4592-1987, AU: 
AS1657-1988, etc

Bearing bar depth Starting from 20mm depending on anticipated loads

Bearing bar thickness Ranging from 3 to 10mm depending on anticipated loads

Bearing bar spacing 20, 25, 30, 40, 50mm, etc



Angle Adjustable Bracket Mounting
DESCRIPTION

The complete adjustable mounting includes a front base and adjustable back leg. The 
optimized structure design enables angle adjusting. It's useful for concrete flat roofs, 
pitched roofs, and ground. It can be adjusted according to different seasons for 
maximum power generation.

FEATURES

Module design, easy installation 
Stable structure mounted securely

Aluminium alloy and stainless steel, long service life

Various hook designs, fit with different bases

Technical datasheet

Installation site Concrete or metal roof

Tilt angle Adjustable

Adjustable tilt angle 10-15deg, 15-25deg, 20-30deg

Building height below 20m

Max wind load Up to 60m/s

Max snow load Up to 1.0kN/m2

Material AL6005-T5&SUS304

Color Natural

Treatment Anodizing

Warranty 12 years

Service life 25 years

Concrete roof Metal roof



AJIPower East & West Ballasted-Ult Systems are suitable for concrete flat roofs and trapezoidal

sheet metal roofs. Unlike the traditional solar panel fixing method, whose fixing point is at the end

of the long side of the panel, these series help solar panels to be fixed anywhere on the long side. 

Therefore, solar panels could withstand greater wind and snow pressure. There is no need to use

expansion bolts or chemical bolts on the roof, no damage to the roof. The system connects all the

panels with the rails as a whole. East-west facing panels have a great effect on resisting wind 

loads. A combination of high-quality aluminium components makes a robust, reliable system and

quick and easy installation.

Ballasted-Bracket Mounting

Front bracket Mid bracket Rear bracket End clamp

Installation site Flat roof or open field 

Mounting type Concrete block ballasted 

Tilt angle 10deg, or to be customized

Solar panel Framed or frameless

Panel orientation Landscape

Max wind load Up to 60m/s 

Max snow load Up to 1.0kN/m2

Main material Q235B

Treatment Hot dip galvanized

Fasterner material High-grade steel SUS304

Color Silver

Warranty 12 years

Service life 25 years

DESCRIPTION

The steel ballasted mounting structure is very easy to install. Customers can also 
add wind protection according to their own needs. This ballasted roof mounting 
system fits any size and orientation of panels. If you install it for a commercial 
project, the price is very advantageous.

PRODUCT FEATURE

Four components to be used at most Quick and convenient installation Extremely 
flexible structure Low-maintenance for entire service life



AJIP-AIC

AJIP-BPF-10

AJIP-BPF-10

Product name E-W10

Application Flat roof

Tilt 10

System Material extruded aluminum profile 6005 T5

Fastener material Stainelss steel 304

Finish Anodized

Module orientation Landscape

10 Degree dual tilt
Maximal area utilized

Maximal PV quantity installed

AJIPower E-W10 is for solar installed on a flat roof,

for maximized roof space utilized, and PV quantity installed.

All parts are made of extruded aluminum, with stainless steel 304

fasteners EPDM foam tape is installed at the bottom of the system,

separated the roof and system.

EPDM foam tape provides better friction, and compensates for the

height difference when the roof is uneven.

AJIP-R41-02

AJIP-EFT-03

AJIP-SFR-04

AJIP-BST-02
10 Degree tilt

Better panel output

The AJIPower S Ballast is for solar PV to be fast and easily installed on

a flat roof with 10 tilt degree inclination.All parts are made of extruded aluminum, 

with stainless steel 304 fasteners

EPDM foam tape is installed at the bottom of the system, separated the roof and system.

EPDM foam tape provides better friction and compensates for the

height difference when the roof is uneven.

Product name S 10

Application Flat roof

Tilt 10

System Material extruded aluminum profile 6005 T5

Fastener material Stainelss steel 304

Finish Anodized

Module orientation Landscape

1 2

3 4

AJIP-FEC

Ballasted-PRO Mounting



Product name Ballasted-ULT Series

Application Concrete flat roof and trapezoidal sheet metal roof Tilt: 10

System Material Extruded aluminum profile 6005 T5, EPDM

Fastener material Stainless steel 304

Finish Anodized 

Module orientation Landscape

AJIP-BUF-10

AJIP-BST-02

AJIP-SFR-04

AJIP-R41-02

AJIP-BUR-10

AJIP-EFT-03

AJIPower East & West Ballasted-Ult Systems suitable for concrete flat 

roof and trapezoidal sheet metal roof. Unlike the traditional solar panel 

fixing method, whose fixing point at the end of the long side of the 

panel, this series help solar panels to be fixed anywhere on the long 

side. Therefore, solar panels could withstand greater wind and snow 

pressure. There is no need to use expansion bolts or chemical bolts on 

the roof, no damage to roof. The system connects all the panels with 

the rails into a whole. East-west facing panels have a great effect on 

resisting wind loads. A combination of high quality aluminium compo-

nents make a robust, reliable system and quick and easy installation.

Product Feature:
Solar panels could withstand greater wind and snow pressure. 

Maximal area utilized.

Maximal PV quantity installed.

Maximized roof space utilized, and PV quantity installed. 

Better panel output.

Solar PV to be fast and easily installed on a flat roof with 10 tilt degree inclination. 

All parts are made of extruded aluminum, with stainless steel 304 fasteners.

EPDM foam tape is installed at the bottom of the system, separated the roof and system. 

EPDM foam tape provides better friction and compensates for the height difference when 

the roof is uneven.

East & West 10 for concrete flat roof

South or North 10 for concrete flat roof

South or North 10 for trapezoidal sheet metal roof

Ballasted-ULT Mounting



A

C

B

D

AJIP-GEC-XX AJIP-GIC-XX

AJIP-GEL AJIP-ELG

AJIP-R80 AJIP-SFR-R80

AJIP-GRC AJIP-B95

AJIP-GS2 AJIP-CH2-01

AJIP-CH2-02 AJIP-GB2-01

AJIP-GB2-02 AJIP-GF1-1600

The N-Type pre-assembly support is mainly used

for the small wind & snow load condition 

projects.(2-4 columns)

Depending on the different design conditions, 

pre-assembly support is generally designed into

the following two shapes:

The W-type pre-assembly support is mainly for the

4-5 columns wind & snow load condition projects. 

We will add cross support to make the structure 

stronger if the ground height is higher or wind &

snow load is larger.

Aluminum ground mount, optimized for lightweight,quick and efficient 

installation with flexible on engineering upon site conditions.

Optional on foundation by ground screw or concrete. Maximize 

pre-assembled before shipment

Product name Standard ground mounting system

Application Flat concrete roof, open terrain

Inclination Customized

Material AL 6005-T5, SUS 304, Q235

Finish AL 6005-T5 Anodized, Q235 Hot-dip galvanizing

Module orientation Landscape or Portrait

Ground Mounting



Concrete Foundation Screw Foundation

Item Concrete Foundation Screw Foundation

Applicable terrain Flat,EvenTilt,Ladder

Applicable geology (reference) Random
SWS3≤N≤10

SWS Test, cohesive soil 3 ≤N≤10

Difficulty Level Complicated Easy

Cost Higher Lower

Adjustment range
Not convenient to adjust

the height of base Larger

Corrosion resistance Anti-Corrosion

Hot-dip galvanizing on the surface of

the screw foundation, which has met

the anti-corrosion requirements of the

service life

Conventional pile compression and tensile strength reference values(KN)

Ground

Screw

Length

N=3 N=5 N=7 N=10

Resistance
compression 

Resistance Resistance
compression 

Resistance Resistance
compression 

Resistance Resistance
compression 

Resistance

1600 8.7 9.1 14.6 15.2 20.4 21.4 29.2 30.6

1800 9.9 10.2 16.5 17.1 23.1 24 33 34.4

2000 11 11.4 18.4 19 25.8 26.7 36.8 38.2

2200 12.2 12.5 20.3 21 28.4 29.4 40.6 42

2500 13.9 14.2 23.2 23.8 32.4 33.4 46.4 47.8

Remarks: The N value of the soil in this table are based on the Swedish penetration test (SWS).

Ground mounting system are commonly used

for Concrete Foundation and Screw Foundation.

Ground Mounting



AJIPower U Pile Ground Mounting Systems suitable for large scale

power station installation, Pile to the ground makes installation faster

and lower cost than others. Each components are Maximize pre-

assembled, widely save your labor cost and installation time.

Customization allowed according to project wind &snow load, provide 

economic & effective solutions.

Mid clamp

Rail

End clamp

Rail fixing clamp

Main structure

Beam

Square tube

Holder

The U type Pile Ground Mounting System has been folded into a rectangu-

lar shape before shipment. Easy to transport.

U Pile

H Support

Product name U Pile ground mounting system

Application Open terrain

Inclination Customized

Material AL 6005-T5, SUS 304, Q235

Finish AL 6005-T5 Anodized, Q235 Hot-dip galvanizing

Module orientation Landscape or Portrait

Penetration

depth

ConventionalUpilecompressionandtensilestrengthreferencevalues(KN)

N=3 N=5 N=7 N=10

Resistance
Compressi

on

Resistance

Resistance

Compressi

on

Resistance
Resistance

Compressi

on

Resistance
Resistance

Compressi

on

Resistance

1500 9.5 11.5 15.7 19.3 21.9 27 31.1 38.6

1600 10.1 12.3 16.7 20.6 23.3 28.8 33.2 41.2

1700 10.8 13.1 17.8 21.8 24.8 30.6 35.3 43.7

1800 11.4 13.9 18.8 23.1 26.2 32.4 37.3 46.3

2000 12.6 15.4 20.8 25.7 29.1 36 41.4 51.5

2200 13.8 17 22.9 28.3 32 39.6 45.6 56.6

2500 15.7 19.3 26 32.1 36.3 45 51.7 64.3

Remarks: The N value of the soil in this table are based on the Swedish penetration test 

(SWS).

Ground Mounting



Axis solar tracker mounting

Grounding System Framen&
Frameless

Portrait &
Landscape

Quality Guarantee

Technical datasheet

Installtation site Open field

Tracker control SS-SSR

Tracking range 0-60deg

Tracking accuracy <1°

System voltage 1000V or 1500V

Drive system Slewing drive / Liner accurator

Max wind load Up to 35m/s (ASCE 7-10)

Working temperature -30~65℃

Protection degree IP65

Main material HDG carbon steel

Warranty on machinery 3 years

Warranty on structure 10 years

DESCRIPTION

The super solar automatic axis solar tracker mounting is our patented product, which
is an ideal solution for any region’s environment. It has an automatic axis to track the 
sun in the north-south direction, which helps you harvest up to 30% more solar
power, compared to standard fixed mounting. By adding a solar tracker, additional
moving parts and gears are added which would require regular maintenance of the
solar system.

FEATURES

1. Shadow-free tracking function greatly extends the lighting time and improves the 
power generation capacity of the system.
2. Inclination sensor feedback and closed-loop control system adapted, which has 
higher tracking accuracy and higher reliability.
3. The mounting can be installed in a short time, reducing construction time and 
labour, and cutting down the final cost of the installation.



Agricultural Mounting
DESCRIPTION

The agricultural mounting provides the perfect combination for both electricity
generation and cultivation. Farmers can fully exploit the sun’s energy for daily basic
activities like irrigation, heating, lighting, etc. The excess electricity can be sold to the
grid for revenue.

FEATURES

Saving time and labour cost in site by pre-assembled Components Nice appearance
with high stability structure Ecological and low-maintenance for entire service life

Technical datasheet

Installation site Open field for farming purpose

Foundation Ground screw

Tilt angle range 5-20deg

Solar panel Framed or frameless

Max wind load Up to 60m/s

Max snow load Up to 1kN/m2

Main part material AL6005-T5

Treatment Anodizing

Fastener material High-grade steel SUS304

Color Natural

Warranty 12 years

Service life More than 25 years

Advantage High pre-assembly in factory



AJIPower Carport Mounting Systems offers a simplified and economical 

solutions that provides a perfect combination of Shade parking and solar 

power generation as well as electric vehicle charging. It applied for

family parking, commercial parking, awnings and even bus stops.

Mid clamp

Rail

End clamp

Rail fixing clamp

Main structure

Square tube

H Support

Base
highly pre-assembled main structure for solar modules landscape or

portrait 5 / 8 /10 inclination or custom customized and engineered to

project maximal span up to 5.4m cover up to 2 parking spaces per span.

Beam

Product name Carport mounting system

Application Solar parking structure

Inclination 5 , 8 ,10 or customized

Material AL 6005-T5, SUS 304

Finish AL 6005-T5 Anodized

Module orientation Landscape

Carport Mounting



The idle area of the parking shed is used to build photovoltaic parking

shed, and the combination of photovoltaic power generation and carport

is the simplest one in the combination of photovoltaic and building. It can

not only achieve all the functions of the traditional carport but also bring 

electricity generation benefits to the owner. It is stored in the battery by

the charging device or directly supplied to the electric vehicle to charge for

self-use. You can even use extra power to get online. Using aluminium

alloy structure bracket, simple installation, generous, fashionable, elegant.

AJIP-R125

AJIP-CPS

AJIP-B110

AJIP-CPH-01

AJIP-CPS-02

Install Site Flat outdoor

Material AL6005-T5, SUS304

Standards AS/NZ1170.2 JIS C 8955 MCS 012 TUV UL2703 etc Tilt Angle

5 , 30

AJIP-HWT

AJIP-RWT

AJIP-GRC

AJIP-PVC

Waterproof Carport System

Features:

1.Good heat absorption.

2.Good waterproof and rain protection, convenient installation, and flexibility.

3.Make full use of the original site to provide green energy.

4.Suitable for frame panel: Poly modules, double glass modules etc.

Installation place: home, company, shopping mall, large parking lot.

Parking category: battery car/bicycle, car, bus.

A number of Parking Spaces: 1 parking space, 2 Parking Spaces, 3 Parking

Spaces, and multiple parking Spaces (large span).

By row: single row parking space, double row parking space.



Floating Solar Mounting
DESCRIPTION

Floating solar mounting can be used in water ponds, small lakes, reservoirs and other water 
areas. Solar panels will be installed on floaters made of high-density polyethene (HDPE). This 
system can greatly save land resources and will not impact the aquatic environment. Under 
the premise of ensuring strength, professional structure design, optimization of floating 
structure and simple and simple convenient joint design improve the efficiency of 
engineering installation, thereby saving costs.

FEATURES

High-efficiency : Enhanced power production due to the natural cooling effect of the water
Eco-friendly       : Reduces evaporation, conserves water & preserves existing
Reliable               : UV-stabilized HDPE material which is lab-tested and field-proven worldwide

Description

Steel grating walkway

Technical datasheet

Installtation site Water area

Tilt angle 5-10deg, or customized

Solar panel Framed or frameless

Panel orientation Landscape

Max wind load Up to 60m/s

Max snow load Up to 1.0kN/m2

The weight of wave < 1m

Water flow rate < 2m/s

Main material Anit UV HDPE

Working temperature -40℃ ~100℃

Color Cream color, or customized

Warranty 10 years

Service life 25 years

Floating System Framen&
Frameless

Portrait &
Landscape

Quality Guarantee

Single row array Back-to-back array Dual glass without a frame Dual glass with aluminium frame

Stake anchor Sinker anchor Shore anchor



Powder coated fence
DESCRIPTION

The powder-coated fence is mainly in the ground mount solar system, to prevent people 
and animals from entering the area by mistake. It can be also used for roads, highways, 
airports, ports, zoos, pools, lawns, etc, on both sides of the protection zone as a fence.

FEATURES

Quick installation, saving schedule

Maximum lifespan 

Guaranteed durability 

Wide range of application

Multiple installation methodss

Technical datasheet

Material Q235 steel wire

Surface treatment Galvanized and powder coated

Color White, brown

Wire diemeter 3mm, 3.5mm

Post Round pipe, spuare pipa

Fence Height 1200mm, 1500mm, 1800mm,2000mm, etc

Mesh 75x150mm, 50x150mm

Foundation Concrere, ground screw, pile

Door Single-door, double-door

Connection of corner Connection of middle

Semicircle typeTriangle type



Steel Grating Walkway
DESCRIPTION

Super Solar's Steel grating walkway is mainly for the roof solar plant to protect the roof
sheet from damage by uneven force but also can be widely used in the chemical industry,
food processing, catwalk and trench cover. It's formed of flat steel and cross bars with 
certain distances and treated by hot dipped galvanizing zinc coating.

FEATURES

Bidirectional strength

Perfect foot hold grip

High load bearing capacity

UV resistant 

Corrosion resistant 

Maintenance free

Description

Steel grating walkway

Different types

Welded grating
An economical design ideal for most industrial
applications. Manufactured by welding the bearing bar
and cross bar together.

Dovetail locked grating
Ideal for many architectural and ornamental
applications. Manufactured by assembling the pre-
punched bearing bar and cross bar into an egg-crate
structure.

Technical datasheet

Bearing bar depth Starting from 20mm depending on anticipated loads

Bearing bar thickness Ranging from 3 to 10mm depending on anticipated loads

Bearing bar spacing 20, 25, 30, 40, 50mm, etc

Cross bar
5x5, 6x6, 8x8mm (twisted bar or round bar); 3x10, 
3x15mm (flat bar)

Cross bar spacing 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100mm, etc

Bar type Plain, serrated (tooth-like)

Material Carbon steel

Surface treatment Hot dip galvanized

Galvanizing standard CN: GB/T13912, US: ASTM (A123), UK: BS729, etc

Steel grating standards
US: ANSI/NAAMM (MBG 531-88), UK: BS4592-1987, AU: 
AS1657-1988, etc

Bearing bar depth Starting from 20mm depending on anticipated loads

Bearing bar thickness Ranging from 3 to 10mm depending on anticipated loads

Bearing bar spacing 20, 25, 30, 40, 50mm, etc



Fiberglass reinforced plastics grating walkway
DESCRIPTION

Fiberglass reinforced plastic grating walkway, also known as FRP walkway, is made of 
fiberglass and Isopthalic polyester resin to protect, which has properties of durability, 
corrosion resistivity and fire retardancy. This walkway system provides non-slip, safe and 
all weather access for maintenance of solar panels and frequently accessed areas 
without un-nec- essary damage on roofs. And it also acts as designated routes, which 
are very crucial to keep people away from fall hazards.

FEATURES

Light weight
Non-sparking and non-conductive 
Very quick to install
Fire retardant 
Rust resistance 
Maintenance free

Steel grating walkway



Before-sales service
Quick reaction and professional communication

Project design and production
Experienced engineers and nice quality products

After-sales service
Necessary support and satisfactory feedback

Quality warranty
12 year quality warranty and 25 year service life

Details

We guarantee all the components and parts will strictly follow the production standards in the manufacturing stage to 
avoid any defective products. And we guarantee that all goods to be delivered by us shall be completely new.

After receiving the goods, the buyer or user should follow the installation and usage instructions. We will provide 
after-sales service for non-human damage such as non-human damage in the transportation, storage and
installation process. Man-made damage and damage caused by a corrosive environment are not included.

Warranty period

Our service

Notes

1. If you want to know more details about our solar mounting solutions, please feel free to call us or send an email to us.
2. The images shown here are indicative only. If there is an inconsistency between the images and the actual products, 

the actual products shall govern.

Different warranty periods as below:
Aluminium solar mounting: 12 years, 
Steel solar mounting: 5 years, 
ZAM-coated steel mounting: 12 years. 
Details refer to the relative contractual agreement between the parties.


